Abstract Aiming at the limitations of traditional personalization approaches, this article analyzes the approach based on ontology, and proposes its practical method. This approach retains the relationships both between attributes of concepts and between concepts, providing more flexibility in matching usage profiles with current user session, which can improve the precision and coverage of the recommendation sets for personalization.
Introduction
More recently, Web usage mining has been proposed as an underlying approach of personalization for the e-commerce website. The goal of personalization based on Web usage mining is to recommend a set of objects to the current user, possibly consisting of links, ads, text, products, etc., tailored to the user's perceived preferences as determined by the matching usage patterns. This task is accomplished by matching the current user session against the usage patterns discovered through Web usage mining. However, related approaches mainly utilize the formal characteristics of user click behaviors (syntactic information), does not utilize the internal semantics of users' click behavior (semantic information), which can improve the accuracy and coverage of the final personalized recommendation sets.
The research on utilizing semantic information of user click behaviors focus on two sides: features and ontology. B. Mobosher, Honghua Dai, Tao Luo et al. present an approach of personalization recommendation based on integrating web usage and content mining [1] ; Xin Jin, Yanzan Zhou and B. Mobasher propose a maximum entropy web recommendation system: combining collaborative and content features [2] ; Mooney and Roy also propose an approach of personalization recommendation based on context Categorization [3] ; Raymond J. Mooney and Raymond J. Mooney present an approach of personalization recommendation based on integrating evaluating information and context features [4] . Obviously, these approaches are all based on the content features of the e-commerce website. However, such approaches cannot capture the underlying attributes of these objects and their complex relations, for example, potentially valuable relational structures among objects such as relations between books, authors and publishers of online bookshops may be missed, if one can only rely on the description of these entities using features, and the final recommendation sets may have many limitations. Hence, a few scholars propose a new approach of personalization for the e-commerce website based on ontology, which may remedy the shortcomings of the approaches based on features [5] [6] [7] . However, they have just presented a framework about this approach, and there are many problems needed to be further researched.
The Process of the E-commerce Website Personalization Based on Ontology
The overall process is divided into two components: the offline component and the online component.
The task of the offline component is generating semantic usage profiles based on the e-commerce website ontology. The first step is Web usage preprocessing, which includes data cleaning, user identification, session identification and path completion. The data preprocessing ultimately results in a set of syntactic transactions. The second step is clustering the syntactic transactions to discover syntactic usage profiles. Finally, according to the e-commerce website ontology, the syntactic usage profiles will be transformed into semantic usage profiles.
The task of the online component is online recommendation. Firstly, transform the current user session into semantic one, according to the e-commerce website ontology. Secondly, match the semantic current user session against the semantic usage profiles, which may result in an extended user profiles. Finally, the extended user profiles may be instantiated to real Web objects, which may be recommended to the user. For the sake of our research, this paper assumes that the e-commerce website ontology has been constructed.
Discovery of Semantic Usage Profile

Discovery of Syntactic Usage Profile
Web usage preprocessing ultimately results in a set of m pageview records and a set of n user transactions. We may use standard clustering algorithms to partition T into groups of transactions that are close to each other based on a measure of distance or similarity. Such a clustering will result in a set 1 2 , ,
clusters, where each u is a subset of the set of T . However, each transaction cluster contains thousands of user transactions, which are composed of millions of pageviews, so these transaction clusters cannot capture an aggregated view of common user profiles. Therefore, for each transaction cluster u U , we compute the mean vector to discover syntactic usage profiles. Table 1 is an example of the concept "Book", and the following analysis is based on it. Table 1 . example 1 of the concept of "Book"
The combination function name of attribute "name" is a union operation. For example, applying name to < name1 1> < name2 0.8> < name3 0.6> < name4 0.3> will generate an aggregate instance about attribute "name" <name1 1> <name2 0.8> <name3 0.6> <name4 0.3> .
As for the attribute "author", its value contains a weighted object set. In such cases we can use a vector-based weighted mean operation. The computation method of each object's weight is given as: As for attribute "publisher", its combination function means a union operation. For example, applying publisher to < publisher1 1> < publisher2 0.8> < {publisher3 0.6> < publisher2 0.3> will generate an aggregate instance about attribute "publisher" < publisher1 1> < publisher2 1.1> < publisher3 0.6> .
As for attribute "year", its combination function also means a union operation. As for attribute "genre", it contains a partial order representing a concept hierarchy among different genre values. The combination function, in this case, can perform tree (or graph) matching to extract the common parts of the conceptual hierarchies among all instances. For example, applying genre to the example of table 1 will generate an aggregate instance about attribute "genre" {book science and technology computer/network}.
Hence, aggregate semantic web usage profile nspr will be formed by implying the combination functions to all attributes, which may be defined as: 
Online Recommendation
In online recommendation phase, syntactic current user session should be transformed into semantic c u r r e n t u s e r s e s s i o n ws is its weight representing the significance of the concept in the ontology.
Secondly, match semantic current user session against the semantic web usage profiles by means of the semantic similarity measures [9] . As for each . Those aggregate conceptual instances whose recommendation value is less than a certain threshold will be filtered out. Then, the extended user profiles may be instantiated to real pageviews, so that appropriate pageviews may be recommended to the user for the purpose of personalization.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed an approach of the e-commerce website personalization Based on Ontology. This approach retains the relationships both between attributes of concepts and between concepts, providing more flexibility in matching usage profiles with current user session, which can improve the precision and coverage of the recommendation sets for personalization. The examples provided throughout this paper reveal how such a framework can provide insightful patterns and smarter personalization services. However, We have only provided an overview of the relevant issues and suggested a road map for further research and development in this area. One area of future work involves the study of machine learning techniques in order to discover the best way to summarize the attribute automatically. Another area of future work will be to explore use of discovered domain-level aggregates from Web usage mining to enrich the existing domain ontology for a Web site.
